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As opiniões expressas nesta apresentação e o respetivo conteúdo são
da responsabilidade do autor, não coincidindo necessariamente com
as do Banco de Portugal ou do Eurosistema
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Emerging Risks
DEFINITION
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DEFINITION

Emerging Risks = Uncertainty

'There are known knowns. These are things we know
that we know. There are known unknowns. That is to
say, there are things that we know we don't know. But
there are also unknown unknowns. There are things
we don't know we don't know.’
Donald Rumsfeld
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DEFINITION

Predicting the future ?!
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DEFINITION

Definition
There is no regulatory definition for emerging risk and no common or best practice for defining and
separating that risk category.

Innovation

Will by their nature
always operate to a
large extent outside the
bounds of current
knowledge

Unknown

Change has always
presented a
challenge and a risk

Difficulty arises from
misestimating their
scope and extent

Estimate
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DEFINITION

IORWG survey on Emerging Risks - 27 Central Banks
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DEFINITION

Do you have a definition of “emerging risks” in your CB ?
Some examples of definitions:
The vast majority of respondents do not
have a formal definition of emerging risks

NO
85%

YES
15%

“Emerging risks are events or issues that could have a
significant impact on the Central Bank, country’s
financial sector or economy over a one-year time horizon.
They are typically driven by external events/trends,
but they could also emanate from within the organisation”

“Risks related to technologies that will fundamentally
change the way we live, work and relate to each
other”

“Emerging risk is one of the undesirable or unplanned
events that negatively affected the implementation of the
business process and led to: material damage; stopping
/ interrupting activities; loss of reputation and (or)
other negative consequences for our Central Bank”
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DEFINITION

Emerging risks for your organisation:
Cyber Threats
Fintech - Disruptive Technologies
Legal/Regulation/Litigation/Compliance Risks
Political Risks
Third Party/Outsourcing Risks
HR/Personnel Turnover/Talent Risks
Data/Information Privacy or Misuse
Project/Transformational/Change Managemnt Risks
Terrorism
Public Trust to the Central Bank's Role
Uncertainty about Economic Climate
Late Adoption of New Technologies
Cloud Adoption
Infrastructure
Complexity of [Economic] Models
Natural Disasters
Threats to National Security
Mental Health of Staff
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DEFINITION

Is your CB identifying emerging risks via a structured approach ? how?
Risk control self-assessments
Events (internal and external loss-databases)
Annual risk update(s)
Top-down interview(s)
Environmental scanning

NO
32%

Exchange/collaboration with external parties (i.e.…
Threat analysis
Scenario analysis

YES
68%

Threat intelligence
Experts/Delphi Type methods
Others (e.g. Information sharing with the risk…
Flowcharts
Industry check lists
Financial statements
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DEFINITION

How are emerging risks monitored by your institution:

 By the relevant business unit (ex. cyber risks by
cyber security and Fintech by supervision)
 Working groups related to specific emerging risks
(trends: cryptocurrencies and Fintech)
 Aggregated in reports, prepared by ORM unit, on a
regular basis. Results included as part of the
annual risk update / strategic planning or provided
to senior management.
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DEFINITION

Does the information on emerging risks feed into strategic planning /budget planning?
Yes for a large majority.
1) Allows better informed decision making;
2) Takes into account mitigation measures during the annual
budgeting cycles.

NO
21%

Examples provided:

YES
79%

 Heads of Risk, CROs participating in the strategic planning
process
 Strategic Risk Assessments provided to Strategic Planning
Team
 Business units using information on risks to start new projects
and request budget/funding
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Suggested sources

DEFINITION

• Quarterly Emerging Risks Report – CEB / Gartner
• Report on Emerging Risks and ERM - RIMS
• Center for Risk Studies - University of Cambridge
• Global Risks Report – World Economic Forum
• Emerging Risks 2017 – Willis Towers Watson
• Sonar Report – Swiss Re
• Guidance on cyber resilience for financial market infrastructures – CPMI / IOSCO
(https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d146.htm )
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Challenges

• As long as there’s no materialization, it’s difficult to
convince about the importance of a threat (and estimate
impact or likelihood).
• A close relationship with the strategic planning office is
very important.
• Resilience necessitates constant monitoring and innovation
• Creative responses and innovation, role of human factor and
unpredictability highlight need to learn how to act in times of
crisis rather than having a set of predefined rules/procedures.
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Figure 1 From physical risk to financial stability risks

Financial contagion (market losses, credit tightening) feeding back to the economy

Economy
Business disruption

Physical risk drivers
•Extreme weather
events
•Gradual changes in
climate

Direct transmission channels

Lower residential property values

Capital scrapping
Lower comercial property
values
Reconstruction and
replacement
Increase in
commodity prices

Lower household wealth

Financialsystem
Financial market
losses (equities ,
bonds and
commodities)
Credit market losses
(residential and
corporate loans)
Underwriting losses

Lower corporate profability and
increased litigation

Migration

Operational risk
(including
liability risk)

Indirect transmission channels
Wider economic deterioration (lower demand, productivity and output) impacting financial conditions

Source: Network for Greening the Financial System – Climate change as a source of financial risk

TRENDS PERCEPTION 2019
48 Central Banks / Monetary Authorities
Challenges for your ORM program last year?
1

Risk Culture

3
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1

Incident management database

2
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Leading objective for the next years?
Risk Appetite / Risk Tolerance

Cyber threats
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ORM implementation or improvement

Resources constraints / Shortage of HR

Foster risk awareness
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KRI

ORM IT solution
Risk as decision making support

